
Designed for time outside, the Alpaca Gear Wagon provides 140 liters of 
storage on wheels. The oversized, all-terrain wheels, and the reinforced 
collapsible frame provide trustworthy transportation for all your gear. The 
included rain and sun cover provides shelter for your stuff, and the easy 
access pockets makes organization simple. The included storage case 
provides full coverage so you don’t have to throw a mud-covered wagon 
into the back of your vehicle.

›› 140L

ALPACA

Nothing stands in the way, not mud, sand, rocks, 
or gravel.

Adjustable rain cover keeps your gear dry and 
protected, no matter the elements.

Pack and go with the collapsible design, multiple 
carry handles, and full coverage storage case.

OVERSIZED ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS INCLUDED RAIN AND SUN COVER EASY TO FOLD AND STORE

Mirage Tan

Slate Blue

FEATURES

 › 8” all-terrain wheels to efficiently navigate difficult terrain

 › Included Raincover and Sun Cover to protect your gear no matter the 
weather, that stores in a separated pocket

 › Easily folds for convenient storage and is secured with an aluminum hook 
that doubles as a carry handle

 › Heavy duty case to keep dirt and mud out of your vehicle that completely 
encases the wagon

 › Constructed with an oversized powder coated frame with custom 
bushings to be rust resistant and reliable

 › Dual-layer fabric construction made from blended recycled fabrics

 › Durable coated mesh bottom with removable floor for easy cleaning and 
allows sand to pass through

 › Two-part molded handle for a comfortable grip and confident steering

 › Dual water bottle pockets and a large slip pocket positioned conveniently 
on the handle end of the wagon

 › 250 lbs weight carry limit *with floor installed

 › Nearly 5 Cubic Feet / 140 L of storage capacity

 › Reflective gear loops on all sides to easily spot in the dark

 › Designed to last, and backed by Gregory’s lifetime warranty

Base made with 50% 
RECYCLED 
CONTENT

COLLAPSIBLE DESIGN

RAIN AND SUN COVER

FULL-COVERAGE  
STORAGE CASE


